Philosophy Summer/Fall 2020 Distributive Areas

Value Theory

PHIL203 The Rights and Wrongs of Killing People
PHIL205 Are Sports Ethical?
PHIL220 Bioethics: Regulating Right and Wrong
PHIL245 Political and Social Philosophy I
PHIL332 Philosophy of Beauty
PHIL338D Studies in Value Theory; The Ethics of Sex
PHIL341 Ethical Theory
PHIL344 Philosophy of Race
PHIL445 Contemporary Political Philosophy

Metaphysics/Epistemology

PHIL201 Spooky Action at a Distance? Where Physics Meets Metaphysics
PHIL202 Know Thyself: Wisdom Through Cognitive Science
PHIL209T It's About Time
PHIL308W Studies in Contemporary Philosophy; World Philosophy
PHIL308X Studies in Contemporary Philosophy; Philosophy and Time Travel
PHIL309A Philosophical Problems; Philosophy and Neuroscience
PHIL309M Philosophical Problems; Philosophy Through Fiction
PHIL318G Studies in Epistemology/Metaphysics; The Philosophy in AI
PHIL362 Theory of Knowledge
PHIL418F Topics in Epistemology/Metaphysics; Things we do with words: Statements, Lies, Innuendo
PHIL418L Topics in Epistemology/Metaphysics; Innate Knowledge
PHIL453 Philosophy of Science II

History of Philosophy

PHIL310 Ancient Philosophy
PHIL412 The Philosophy of Plato
PHIL417 The Golden Age of Jewish Philosophy
PHIL428B Classical Arabic Philosophy by Muslims and Jews